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Threshold Wellness/Illness
The Threshold

In this work, the Threshold can be understood as a level of being or consciousness, the
dynamic crossover zone or phase between the pre-physical realm and the physical-material
world. This Threshold is loosely comparable to the critical transitional levels in the physicalmaterial world at which liquid water is transformed into gaseous vapour or into solid ice.
Human beings live suspended and poised at this Threshold level, their non-physical minds
functioning in the realm of consciousness, while their physical bodies function in the realm
of matter. Meanwhile, vitality, the essential quality of aliveness that distinguishes the living
from corpses, is also what characterises this intermediate, dynamic Threshold level of being.
The functional, all-inclusive, subjective and objective approach taken in this work
contrasts with the more analytical, objective, mechanistic and predominantly masculine
mentality which currently dominates Western physical medicine. Threshold thinking is based
on an understanding that there is coherence, pattern and meaning to be found behind the
apparently disconnected and random phenomena of this world.
The greater cosmic context that brings coherence to any study of wellness and illness is
outlined in The Threshold Perspective, available as a paperback book and as a free download
from www.pathwayinitiatives.co.uk.

Consciousness before matter

Today it's widely accepted that people's psychological state and their attitudes towards this
or that can significantly affect their body chemistry. And that in turn affects how they function
physically... which then affects their lives in all sorts of ways.
That understanding confirms that consciousness exists first, before physical matter. Which is
an extremely useful piece of information, since trying to deal with different patterns of illness
without first acknowledging that fundamental fact can result in much confusion. Also, while
all the cells in a physical body are continuously dying and being replaced, people continue
to function as conscious beings, whether awake or asleep.

Polarity rules
The simple yoga posture called Tree Pose serves as a useful method of discovering, in a very
basic physical way, how balanced or not someone is in body and mind. It involves standing
erect on one leg with the other foot tucked up against the inside of the standing leg, above
the knee and pointing down, with arms extended upwards above the head, and open hands
palm-facing-palm.
If you experience difficulty balancing, with a tendency to tip one way or another it's because
you're being pulled 'down', ie towards the centre of the Earth. That is to say, the inward/
downward force called gravity is overpowering the polar opposite outward/upward force,
called levity, that draws things away towards the sky. Extreme examples of levity in action are
flames and helium balloons.
One experience of this posture is a feeling of vertical release from the from the density and
heaviness of matter and from the intensity of the lower, surface level, horizontal, physical3

material world. You're being drawn away from the centre of the Earth, and at the same time
experiencing an effortless sense of lightness and balance. It's about letting yourself be raised
by levity, as opposed to wilfully exerting physical force to push against the Earth's gravity.
When you're anxious or fearful – of pain, discomfort, falling or failing in some way – you
physically tense up and contract, which makes your body more dense and more gravitybound, so you feel heavier and are more likely to topple over. Also, if your mind is distracted
and chattering away about worldly concerns, this too is likely to pull you 'downward' and
result in imbalance. So, Tree Pose serves as a reminder to stay attentive to the immediate here
and now. Meanwhile, the interplay of the two polar opposite forces, gravity and levity,
is the universal principle of polarity in action, as described in The Threshold Perspective.

Resonance: some things chime with me while others don't
You will probably have experienced at some time a feeling of being 'in tune' or 'at one'
with another person or an idea. Or you may have heard vibrating tones evoking a
corresponding response in yourself, perhaps through music... or the opposite, dissonant
effect. Such responding is known as resonating or being in resonance with that source.
So, you already know about the three fundamental principles that govern the functioning of
the whole cosmos in all its endless complexity: consciousness, polarity and resonance.
None of them is a new idea in itself, but appreciating them in this combination and order
brings an enhanced power of overview and insight, applicable to all aspects of this world.

The Threshold perspective
This reveals the three universal principles according to which the whole cosmos functions.

1. Universal consciousness is the primal, originating essence beyond which limited

human minds cannot at present conceive. The cosmos (the word means order) can be
thought of as first a pre-physical bubble, rhythmically expanding and contracting around a
focal centre point, established by and within universal consciousness.
And within the cosmos, each human being is essentially a subsidiary focal point, ie an
individual unit of consciousness clothed in layers of physical matter. The basic dynamics of
this whole formative process are outlined in The Becoming, a short chapter in The Threshold
Perspective. The primacy of consciousness is evidenced in the observable fact already
mentioned, that despite the periodic decaying, dying and replacing of all the cells in physical
bodies, their consciousness continues to function at various levels.

2. Polarity, in its primal form, is the two-ness of the dynamic relationship between the
periphery and centre of the one cosmos. This results in the rhythmic pulsating, ie the
expanding and contracting of the cosmos and of all that it comprises, powered by the
complementary polar opposite cosmic forces, levity and gravity. The simple diagram below
illustrates in a limited way the universal Threshold principle of polarity, in the interplay of the
two primal complementary polar opposite forces of the cosmos, levity and gravity.
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The universal principle of

P O LA R ITY
Contraction
Gravity
Yang
Masculine
Focusing
Probing
Penetrating
Centralising
Uniformity
Density
Magnetism
Containing
Inhibiting
Descent
Sympathetic
Systole
Alkali

Expansion
Levity
Yin
Feminine
Radiating
Yielding
Accommodating
Decentralising
Diversity
Rarity
Electricity
Releasing
Expressing
Ascent
Parasympathetic (nervous system)
Diastole
Acid

(Universal masculine/feminine polarity is not the same
as individual male/female gender)
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3. Resonance occurs when a vibrating tone evokes a corresponding vibratory response.

This could be in music, in people empathising (in sympathy or discord), in deep meditation
or prayer, or when two physical bodies unite sexually in orgasm and pulsate 'as one', feeling
'at one', ie in resonance with the pulsating cosmos.
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Cosmic time: eras of descent and ascent

The other key concept in the Threshold perspective so far as our limited human minds can
9

presently grasp ideas of this vast scale, is the sequence of alternating cosmic eras. This, again,
is described in Notes from the Threshold.
The descent into matter has been essentially a process of manifestation, ie the involution
(involvement) of consciousness into matter. It has been an era of universal consciousness
manifesting as primal energy, and then slowing, solidifying and fragmenting, giving rise to all
the temporarily separate phenomena that constitute this world. The process can be likened to
the more familiar earthly phenomena of water freezing into solid ice or hot liquid volcanic
lava cooling and solidifying into rocks.
The descent into matter has been an era in which the universal masculine principle, in males
and females, has naturally been dominant. Thus the emphasis on focusing, penetrating,
centralising, enforcing, consolidating etc. But that era is now being superceded by its polar
opposite, an era of ascent out of matter. This is the gradual evolution of consciousness out of
physical matter back into a pre-physical, amorphous state, and eventually back into
consciousness. It's a process of redemption, the polar opposite of manifestation.
Consequently, this present time of transition is characterised by the more subtle, diffuse,
fluid, complex and less focused ways and qualities of the universal feminine principle.
And, again, it's to be found both in females and males, since these universal principles are
not the same as individual cases of biological gender.
Thus the increasing emphasis on subtle manipulation through exerting emotional influence,
'winning over hearts and minds' and through money and other enticements, ie the feminine
way – instead of the threat and use of physical force and hard, 'rational', intellectual
argument, ie the masculine way. The gradual increase in levity relative to gravity is also being
evidenced in the discovery by physicists of the 'expanding, accelerating universe', as well as
in the disintegration worldwide of many previously 'solid', established institutions, formerly
the domain predominantly of men but no longer so.

'Descent' (= predominantly masculine) cultures

One main consequence of the descent into matter era has been the prevalence of maledominated cultures all over the world. As well as some inspirational leadership, this
imbalance also brought about much cruel, domineering oppression, resulting in
unwholesome cultural patterns of contraction, inhibition and withholding in the victim
populations. And from this have arisen endless varieties of pathological symptoms, both
psychological and physical, not normally attributed to this causal factor.
The present phase on Earth in the shift between the two eras – which could be likened to
humankind's collective adolescence – at least partially explains the turbulence, volatility and
uncertainty on all levels of life currently being experienced worldwide, as deep, fundamental
changes work out. And much of the conflict involved arises from the inertia of the descent
era resisting the impetus for change brought on by the incoming ascent era.

Descent era medicine
Another legacy of the descent into matter era has been the overwhelming emphasis Western
materialistic medicine, predominantly masculine in character, has put on the physical aspect
of disease. The result is much distortion, despite many attempts to counteract the ill effects
and establish a better balance, aimed towards an ideal state of equilibrium.

Simple principles for complex lives
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Just because the three basic Threshold principles are essentially simple, this doesn't mean
that there are simplistic, quick cures and fixes for the complexities of each troubling human
condition, physical and psychological. But it does mean that we now have a basic set of
diagnostic tools for coherently working through the complexities for the purpose of helping
to heal any situation.
In some deeply distorted, damaged or fragile cases, the optimum outcome may be that an
individual's present physical life comes to an end, ie dying, if his or her present form is too
damaged to be effectively healed. Then, if the general principle of reincarnation is not denied
or ignored, this will enable a fresh start to be made in different circumstances.

Pain

From the Threshold perspective, it's clear that we have pre-physical levels of being which
include all our non-physical systems for reacting to events, such as instinctive reflexes, liking
and disliking, making intuitive judgements and so on. And through the bio-electro-chemical
functioning of the whole nervous system, pre-physical experiences can instantly become
locally physicalised in the body.
The phenomenon of pain is an experience of that whole, pre-physical, indivisible dimension
of an individual when its natural dynamic state of balanced functioning is severely disturbed.
So, pain occurs when its normal, comfortable ebb and flow of vital energy is disrupted,
possibly with damaging physical consequences. This causes an instinctive, reactive feeling of
unease, wrongness or discord, which may be experienced at varying degrees of intensity,
and may be sudden or gradual, and of shorter or longer duration.
The universal principle of polarity means that an organism's reaction to a disturbance of its
normal functioning will be a tendency to rebalance within itself the forces of expansion and
contraction, ie levity and gravity. So, the initial response to a pain-causing stimulus will
normally be contraction, which may then in turn trigger various expansive reactions and so
on, to and fro, oscillating in the attempt to adjust and restore a state of equilibrium.
A reaction of physical contracting will inflict excessive pressure on the body's ultra-sensitive
nerve endings and disturb within them the normal equilibrium of the two primal forces.
Which in turn will cause electro-chemical reactions of varying intensity to transmit energy
through the central nervous system, eventually to be experienced at the organism's prephysical level of being.
The experience can be thought of, in a simplified way, as a kind of electric shock... as the
effect of a stream of clashing, dissonant impulses... as pain. A simple example: cramp is a
sudden, painful muscular contraction due to a chemical imbalance being caused. And quick
relief is normally achieved by stretching the muscles concerned as effectively as possible in
the circumstances. The term stasis refers to the blocking of the natural flow of energy and
fluids, anywhere in the body, and may be the precursor to later chronic aching and pain.

Emotional/physical pain

In cases of emotionally induced pain or aching, the location in the body where it's felt can
be thought of as the 'front line' – which could be static or could shift between centre and
periphery – in a conflicting and depleting confrontation between the forces of:
(a) expansion/expression/releasing/levity and
(b) contraction/inhibition/withholding/gravity.
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Examples of this would be rheumatic or arthritic aching or pain in the arms – anywhere from
shoulder through elbow and wrist to fingers. Arms can be understood as highly evolved
tentacles, executive branches of the vital centre of our individual being, located in the area of
the physical heart. As such, the arms serve to enact the intentions of the conscious heart,
openly outreaching and embracing or defensively protecting and repulsing, as moderated by
the calculating, reasoning brain in the skull.
Arms are also extensions of the throat area, a primary centre of expression in the individual,
including the larynx, tongue and jaw, which serve to characterise the unique sound of each
voice. So, the effects of an emotionally inhibited and constricted (armoured) throat can
spread outwards along the arms, resulting in chronic aching and pain at wherever the current
front line of the conflict is. That is, the conflict between the outgoing impetus for expansion/
expression and the static inertia resulting from chronic contraction. Chronic depletion of a
person's energy, vitality and immunity, ie chronic fatigue, will also be a likely effect of such
an ongoing inner conflict.
One extreme reaction to pain is when a living system temporarily self-anaesthetises,
ie temporarily switches off its overloaded nervous receptor system, either as an unconscious
self-protective reflex or as a deliberate technique. And when nerves themselves are directly
distorted, stressed or damaged, the location of pain experienced may be extended – for
example, along the sciatic nerve. Meanwhile, chronic stagnating or putrefying accumulations
of vital fluids and substances can cause the adverse biochemical and bio-electrical effects
known as aching or pain.

Emotional hygiene
One pro-active way of counteracting the tendency towards muscular armouring and various
other ills is to practice daily some form of emotional hygiene. This involves regularly
discharging the day's build-up of contained anger and stress, since no amount of physical
cleansing and exercise or mental distraction is a substitute for regular emotional cleansing.
It's the regulated releasing, as a daily routine, of inhibited, suppressed, negative feelings
contained within the body. Emptying this 'reservoir' effectively prevents such build-ups and
their ill-effects, as well as certain kinds of sleeping problems, with all their longer term
consequences.
For each day, a person tends to accumulate undischarged mental, emotional and physical
energy. And that energy, if contained and suppressed, has ill effects, one way and another, on
the whole body/mind system, depending on the current susceptibilities and predispositions of
the individual... especially if the pattern becomes chronic, ie long term, and extreme.
Ignoring, denying or 'fixing' symptoms by concealing or physically eliminating them are all
ways of failing to address the deeper problems behind their outer manifestations. The result is
often the manifesting of even more troubling symptoms... until the real problem is addressed.

Crisis psychology and healing

A crisis is a crucial, critical turning point, involving both jeopardy and opportunity. From the
Threshold perspective, crises are necessary stages or initiations in all evolving lives, and are
the basis of endless dramas – both in everyday life and in various art-forms. For example,
suddenly and unexpectedly being diagnosed with a potentially terminal medical condition
tends to trigger a sense of crisis.
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What is then crucial is how the person concerned and those close to her or him respond. An
overwhelming fear of death and a strong desire to revert to how things were before the crisis,
perhaps by removing or suppressing the symptoms, is likely to result in the disease recurring
one way or another, despite any temporary relief.
By contrast, pausing to radically re-evaluate one's most basic attitudes and previously
unquestioned assumptions – along with expressing gratitude for whatever has been of real
value in this life so far – can create a positive outlook with the potential for healing in one
way or another. This generally involves looking forward to the next phase of this lifetime,
including preparing oneself for a 'good death' (page 379), whenever that may occur.

Inflammation

is the irritation, discomfort or pain resulting from the outward flow of fiery heat energy and
fluids from within, ie an expression of the expansive force of levity, encountering the inertia
of devitalised skin tissue at the periphery.

Itching

Itching occurs when nerve endings at the skin are stimulated by a stream of bio-electrical
impulses transmitted outward from within the body. This is an organism's typical response
when it experiences an unwelcome irritation that can readily be neutralised by physically
numbing those nerve endings.
The initial cause may be external, such as a sting or an insect's bite or the effect of some
chemical. Alternatively, the cause may be internal - for instance, it could be the effect of heat,
causing perspiration and irritation as it evaporates.
Itching can also be be generated by emotional states of unease or inner turmoil, such as
contained anger or embarrassment. Here the trapped energy is seeking release through the
skin. Like a flame, it's an expression of the universal expansive force of levity, the polar
opposite of contracting gravity. Thus the term inflammation.
Fatigue also tends to make the nervous system and skin hypersensitive and perhaps itchy.
Relief is normally sought by rubbing the area or applying pressure and friction, ie scratching,
or by holding something cold to the affected area. This extra stimulation overloads the
affected nerve endings and dulls their sensitivity, at least temporarily relieving the itching.
But excessive or continuos scratching may cause the nerve endings to remain inflamed.
Itching is thus mostly about expansion (levity), and can be counteracted by pressure, ie
contraction (gravity), and/or coldness.
The experience of relief is a pleasant, liberated feeling of ease.
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The Type 2 Diabetes epidemic
A symptom of transition stress
Type 2 diabetes is a diet-related illness that has become a major world health problem. But
when viewed from the Threshold perspective, it can be broadly understood and overcome.
The 'bigger picture' context
The cosmos is currently passing through a crucial transition phase. This is characterised by
the currently departing materialistic era on Earth beginning to be superseded by the early
signs of a very different and more subtle incoming era of expansion and diversity. The
relevant political, economic, financial, religious and scientific issues regarding this are dealt
with elsewhere in this work.
Throughout the descent into matter era, the differences between the small minorities of
humans living in excess and the mass majority living in deficiency have resulted in bitter
resentment and a corrupting, divisive desire on the part of the poor to emulate the excesses
of the wealthy. Which leaves the poor vulnerable to divide-and-rule exploitation, and so
maintains the unbalanced, unhealthy status quo.
The connection between poverty and illness therefore represents a major problem. For
currently, billions of human beings worldwide are unnecessarily suffering as a result of being
deprived of the essentials for a basic balanced, healthy life, while others carry on living in
excess of their natural needs. And that tragic situation is being callously exploited as a
commercial opportunity for pharmaceutical corporations and others to make big profits,
unhindered by powerless governments.
The current phase is being increasingly influenced by the universal feminine, while still
characterised by various distorted ways of the departing masculine-dominated descent era.
For example, there now exists the enticing digital online marketplace where just about
anything you might desire can be found – on offer, either to buy or to experience by simply
typing a few digits on an electronic keyboard. Or you can walk into physical supermarkets
where all kinds of products are enticingly laid out within easy reach.
Also today, plastic money cards allow people to indulge in instant gratification, ie 'have it
now, pay later'. Thus there are millions of traders in the world, competing to sell their wares,
many prepared to compromise quality, safety, reliability etc, in order to keep their prices
'competitive' so as to make a profit.
In that context, billions of already educationally deprived, unfulfilled and discontented
people continue to seek substitutes as compensation for what's lacking in their lives. And in
response, 'the market' is offering a vast range of junk foods, drinks and distracting
entertainment, much of it designed to be addictive, to get people hooked and craving more.
The broader picture shows an increasing proportion of humankind worldwide ending up in
an overweight and dysfunctional condition. And these individuals are more likely to lead
their children by example, even if unintentionally, into habits which result in yet more
obesity and Type 2 diabetes.

What does Type 2 Diabetes indicate regarding today's world?
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Excessive sweetening in many junk and comfort foods is a substitute and short term 'fix' for a
lack of love (sweetness) and for depleted energy levels resulting from all kinds of imbalances,
physical and emotional.
Excessively salty (yang) foods may then be desired as a polar opposite reaction, in response
to the excess of (yin) sweetness, and so may contribute to an unstable, volatile oscillating
between the two extremes.
Physically, overconsumption of sweet foods and drinks results in an excess of sugar in the
blood such that the pancreas cannot produce enough insulin to maintain a healthy acid/
alkali balance. The liver can store some of this excess, but once it is overloaded, the result is
fatty deposits accumulating in certain parts of the body and an overweight person.
That condition can then itself cause further discomfort, unease and problems which may
prompt the seeking of more junk and comfort food as compensation... in a 'downward' spiral
that results in obesity and the pathological condition known as Type 2 Diabetes. The polar
opposite ill effects of an excessive intake of salt are also well known.
There may also be other contributing factors, such as various forms of electromagnetic and
chemical pollution which human senses can't consciously detect, but which affect various
subtle human faculties. The lack of scientific research into these areas, and therefore the lack
of conclusive evidence, indicates how certain commercial interests are determined to
maintain the status quo and consequently their profits.
Meanwhile, orthodox medical practice in the main offers only superficial and physical
responses, and little or nothing to address the critical emotional and socio-economic factors.

The Dementia/Altzheimer's epidemic

In the natural ageing process of gradual biological degeneration, many of the symptoms
normally diagnosed as dementia are essentially an extreme and simultaneous polarising of:
(a) contraction/withdrawing/slowing/deadening/hardening/rigidifying etc... and
(b) expansion/releasing/loosening/disconnecting/separating/disintegrating etc...
The result is an apparent loss of normal coherence and efficiency in thinking and behaviour
patterns, which vary from individual to individual. Yet certain common cultural and
environmental factors can clearly be detected and could be independently researched. For
example, there are the many unnatural, invisible pollutants in the air and water, referred to
regarding Type 2 diabetes, which affect all people's mental and physical faculties.
Then there are the many inconsistencies in the values, rules and conventions within most
societies and cultures. These become more of a problem to cope with as ageing restricts
some people's mental agility and competence at dealing with new challenges.

A broad view

Dementia is especially prevalent in western Europe, where the idea of a welfare state is most
developed, and so more people tend to survive into old age. However, in these societies
there are still many suffering from dementia who are poor and in some cases homeless,
struggling to survive without the basic help they badly need.
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At the same time, there's a financially secure minority of older people whose health and
accommodation needs are taken care of, and who now have fewer personal responsibilities.
Consequently, some of them may appear to be just living out safe but superficial,
directionless lives of leisure, drifting along in a world of undemanding activities and light
entertainment, filling in time with distractions and repetitive routines.
In that cushioned condition, if unchallenged mentally or emotionally, there's little or no
impetus to seek a deeper understanding of themselves and the world... for example, in
preparing for the prospect and experience of their own approaching dying and death.
This indicates how in the western world there are many cultures which are now
technologically advanced but psychologically and esoterically retarded. Once again it's a
situation the world's dominant financiers are manipulatively exploiting for their own
advantage through their ultimate control of the world's money supply.
And that links to the lie, much peddled by governments, that there is only a finite amount of
money available - eg for much needed public health, medical and social services - when the
potential supply of this imaginary stuff called money is actually limitless, through the
centuries old money trick (page 185).
Thus all the political talk about austerity and countries 'having to live within their means' is a
deceitful confidence trick, a pretence the State 'authorities' are obliged to act out. And that
results in widespread neglect of the sick and elderly, including dementia sufferers.

Bipolar disorder/Manic depression

Obviously related to the universal polarity principle, this is a common condition in which a
person lacking psychological stability and balance involuntarily alternates between the two
polar opposite moods, expansive mania and contracting depression. The imbalance that
results in these extreme moodswings indicates that humankind collectively is still passing
through its volatile adolescent phase.
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CANCER
viewed from the Threshold perspective
Overview and insight
The first requirement is a broad overview of the pathological condition known as cancer, in
order to see it within the bigger picture context of continuously evolving human
consciousness. Then there’s the insight to be gained from noting the location in the body
where a cancerous growth first occurs. This always gives indications about the life in
question, since nothing just happens out of nothing. Which in turn may give clues as to how
the condition might be overcome. To keep this summary brief, much simplifying of complex
processes will be necessary.
It’s assumed in this work that organisms naturally strive to maintain within themselves an
equilibrium state, ie a working balance between the cosmic polar opposite forces of
expansion (yin) and contraction (yang), as in inhaling and exhaling, and in the pH balance
between acidity and alkalinity. Appreciating this universal dynamic polarity brings insight
into all disease conditions, which can thus be seen as resulting from various states of
imbalance.
Mind before matter
Also, it’s becoming more widely understood how psychological factors can produce all
manner of physical symptoms – including arthritis, allergies, thyroid and heart problems.
Such factors go much deeper than superficial ‘lifestyle’ patterns. Cancers are always the
outcome of an inhibited, distorted natural process – unique to each individual life, but
conforming to a broader pattern. They are not random events that just happen to certain
unlucky victims.
Some medical minds think primarily in physical, mechanistic terms, and thereby deny what
may be the most significant element in the situation: the sufferer’s state of mind.
Consequently, they find they’re unable to make reliable diagnoses and prognoses, and so
assume that cancer must be a random process or caused by certain physical factors.
Inhibition
Long term patterns of inhibition result in specific parts of the body being deprived of vital
energy and degenerating into a devitalised state, allowing unregulated cancerous growth to
flourish in that unbalanced environment. The causes of the inhibition may date back to a
time before the person was capable of realising what was happening.
In an inhibiting culture certain attitudes and behaviours tend to be passed on through
generations, such that they become habitual or traditional, ie normalised, and therefore
beyond questioning. And in a materialistic culture this pattern can easily be misinterpreted as
simply a physical hereditary process involving those imaginary, non-physical packages of
biological instructions called genes. So, a significant factor in each cancer ‘story’ is how the
life experiences of the person in question have affected the functioning of the particular part
of the body where the cancer process first manifests.
Western materialistic medicine
The currently prevailing mindset of orthodox Western medicine has long been dominated by
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materialistic, masculine, male-dominated science. And this has focused almost exclusively on
the physical-material realm, as if it were somehow more real and significant than the more
subtle, fluid realm of consciousness, including emotion and thinking, which are more to do
with people's feminine side, whatever their gender denomination. The importance of this
aspect in wellness and illness is now increasingly being recognised and honoured.
Meanwhile, that old masculine mentality accounts for the continuing crude ‘war on cancer’
approach which treats the condition as an enemy to be defeated and conquered. Today it
involves various ‘smart’ techniques for eliminating the more obvious symptoms, for example
by launching targeted attacks on specific active components in the overall process. But this
doesn’t bring any deeper understanding of the disease process as a whole, and so provides
no coherent strategies for preventing or overcoming the condition – beyond some destructive
treatment and perhaps advising a balanced diet and more exercise.
Decay and disintegration
When plants are deprived of the vital solar energy and the water they need, the forces of
decay and disintegration tend to move in and take over, naturally re-integrating the rotting
organic physical matter back into the soil of the earth. In human bodies, a chronic pattern of
withdrawal of natural vitality creates particular localised environments of festering stagnation
and putrefaction, ie fertile soil for unregulated cancerous growth.
Then, once the process has reached a stage where the symptoms are recognised, they tend to
be treated as an unwelcome invader, to be named, categorised and attacked. At that stage the
person who’s said to have ‘got’ cancer takes ownership of it, calling it ‘my cancer’.
Crisis psychology
A diagnosis of cancer usually prompts some kind of crisis mentality, a crisis being a situation
of both jeopardy and opportunity for significant change. And with this comes the need to
choose from a range of options regarding how to respond. A healthy, balanced response
would involve a radical review of previously unquestioned attitudes, emotional and physical,
and habits that prevailed leading up to this crisis… followed by profound changes in attitude,
relationships and life in general, reducing fear, anxiety, anger and inhibition, while allowing
more releasing and expressing of feelings. An unhealthy response would be an attitude driven
by fear of death, loss or pain etc, and a longing to get back to the imagined comfort zone of
how things were before…ie the situation within which the disease condition arose.
The polarity of cancer
Investigating what might have caused any particular pattern of withdrawal of natural vitality
and the consequent cancer raises crucial questions regarding:
1. How our emotional reactions and states are expressed physically, either in the expansive/
radiating ways (the oriental yin principle) that characterise pleasure, or in the contracting/
withdrawing (yang) ways that characterise pain, fear, anxiety etc. It’s their complementary
interaction that exemplifies the primal dynamic polarity that governs all life processes. For
polarity is inclusive, unlike the exclusive binary duality of ‘either this OR that’. Each bodily
organ has a more emphasised expansive or contractive quality.
2. How the shock or pain of a traumatic experience is absorbed and unconsciously buried or
embedded at a particular location in the physical body can be crucial. For there it may
remain unnoticed and unreleased for years, all the while inhibiting the flow of energy
through the body, depleting vitality and causing otherwise inexplicable trouble in that life.
So, despite the danger of oversimplifying this kind of understanding, dots can be joined up
and practical connections made between emotional troubles and physical symptoms.
18

It’s all about consciousness
It follows that there are many potentially pathological effects resulting from pain, wounding,
vulnerability, insecurity, anxiety, fear, anger, sadness and discontent, all of which have their
long and short term effects on physical functioning. The lack of understanding of these
processes is the result of a deep ignorance in humankind, ie the lost knowledge of how we
humans have evolved as self-conscious individual beings, and have come to be the way we
presently are. The basics of this knowledge have now been made available in The Threshold
Perspective* (ISBN 978-1-9000-341-4-2) and other Threshold works, available free online at
www.pathwayinitiatives.co.uk.
Beware of naïve linear cause-and-effect thinking
Susceptibility to cancer is thus primarily about the consciousness of each individual and how
this affects our physicality, immunity and self-healing capacity. Therefore, it would be naïvely
mistaken to draw simplistic, statistical, cause-and-effect conclusions connecting the presence
of particular physical substances or phenomena with the incidence of cancer. Labelling
certain substances as ‘carcinogens’ is thus a distracting ‘blame game’ technique that conceals
a lack of understanding of the cancer process, which initially is not exclusivey physical.
Statistics can imply whatever you want them to
Although various external influences may be harmful, especially to vulnerable organisms –
including electromagnetic radiation, toxins and other particles in the air and water, and
certain drugs – these are not primary generators of the cancer process. So, there’s a
fundamental flaw in the current obsession with finding statistical patterns associated with the
incidence of particular cancers, and then simplistically assuming the connections to be
causal.
Statistics are sterile, dead information about the past, selectively sought, gathered and
recorded as so-called data, which is therefore often biased because the selecting was based
on unquestioned assumptions and attitudes before being organised into abstract number
patterns. The manipulating of the numbers is then normally intended to calculate the
mathematical probability of certain medical outcomes occurring. However, what is not
usually factored in is the inherent tendency of unhealthy societies to regenerate and
perpetuate certain psychological attitudes and patterns of behaviour which predictably result
in a range of illnesses that then show up as statistical ‘data’ – especially in this age of
computer-generated ‘big data’.
Symptom fixing is not curing or healing
Microscopic analysing and experimenting with organic substances and chemicals, in the
hope of finding some ‘building block’ cause of this or that cancer, are obvious ways of
avoiding the need to examine one’s own inhibited, distorted attitudes and those of the
prevailing culture as factors in the cancer process. For example, contemporary ‘smart’
physical treatments can ‘eliminate’ cancer cells and thereby destroy tumours, creating an
illusion of a ‘cure’. BUT crucially, as is admitted by some medical authorities, zapping the
symptoms does not address the underlying causes of the cancer process. So, if the deeper
problems are not resolved, sooner or later the disease process will resume and/or manifest in
other symptom patterns.
Therefore, whatever kind of treatment regime is opted for, orthodox or alternative, recovery
prospects will depend on the person’s prevailing attitude towards his or her life. That’s
because consciousness is primal and physicality follows consciousness. And if the cancerous
process has already progressed too far for the body to recover, death may have to be
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accepted as the inevitable, natural outcome for this lifetime.

B R EA ST CA N C E R

Ancient links
Having sketched out a general overview of the pathological condition known as cancer,
there's insight to be gained from noting that the location in the body where a cancerous
growth first occurs always tells a story about the life in question. For nothing just happens out
of nothing. Which in turn gives clues as to how the condition may be overcome. Once again,
much simplifying of complex processes will be necessary in this summary.
Breast obsessed societies, those in which female breasts and nipples have acquired a
mystical iconic status, also seem to have a high incidence of breast cancer... which points to
a deeper, long term problem within humanity. And this can be connected historically to the
influence of certain religious institutions, although there can be no definitive, detailed proof
or disproof in these matters.
So, here's a scenario which links prehistoric times and troubles with the present array of
clues to be found in the various forms of cancer prevalent today. This inclusive, joined-up
way of thinking may at first seem challenging to those committed to the current fashion for
fragmented, analytical, statistical ways of trying to understand this world and our part in its
unfolding story.
For that materialistic, machine-minded mentality focuses primarily on component parts,
mechanisms and separate systems. However, with a little perseverance and practice at
seeking out and joining up the relevant dots, the subtle power of the Threshold perspective
soon becomes apparent.
It also demonstrates that having some understanding of the natural forces behind our
experiences of pleasure and pain can enhance our lives through a heightened awareness of
what to seek and what to avoid. (See polarity diagram of pleasure/anxiety, page 36)

STDs and cancer: two polar opposite conditions

Two major ancient disease patterns, deeply embedded in the human species, STDs (sexually
transmitted diseases) and cancer, demonstrate two distinctly contrasting patterns of illness.
They also suggest correspondences with two distinct phases in human evolution.
In the early stages of the descent into matter*, humankind would have still retained some
characteristics and a collective memory of its earlier pre-solid matter state, ie when it was
less dense and more fluid. This softer, more flowing quality suggests a generally more
feminine ethos for all grades of gender, increasing the likelihood of over-indulgence in sexual
gratification and thus the devastating effects of STDs.
Then, as an evolutionary adaptive response, perhaps instigated by humankind's wiser leaders
at the time, there would have followed a phase of sexual restraint. But as the descent into
matter era proceeded, resulting in increasing density and inertia and humanity's masculine
side becoming more dominant, that response would have become increasingly extreme
among certain religious orders.

Confused ambivalence about sex
The outcome would have been a more rigid, dogmatic, intolerant and disapproving attitude
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of denial and self-denial, ie contraction, withholding and inhibition. And this would have
involved widespread suppression of natural physical pleasure in the body, including the
whole broad area of sexuality.
By way of evidence, the long term result has been the ongoing widespread confusion, guilt
and sexual frustration within those societies and cultures still blighted by cruel condemnation
and punishment for so-called 'sins of the flesh'. And that suffering has been accompanied by
many other symptoms, physical and psychological, including all the distorted attitudes and
values resulting from sexual inhibition, frustration and denial.
One obvious sign of male sexual deprivation, confusion and ambivalence amidst all this
was the cruel suppression of certain women condemned as witches, ie those dedicated to
preserving traditional feminine wisdom concerning natural healing and wellbeing.
Meanwhile, some of those same domineering males also worshipped idealised fantasy
female figures such as the Virgin Mary or other mystical symbolic females.

And still today...

Today there remain many signs of this schizoid ambivalence in the still male-dominated
transnational institution broadly known as the Christian Church, as well as in other religions.
Consequently, there's still much confusion and turbulence concerning sexuality and gender.
And this has been accompanied by an ongoing flow of revelations of perverse sexual
gratification and exploitation, ie sexual and other abuse, previously kept hidden by the maledominated ‘authorities'.
Through centuries the situation has become further confused by various taboos on the whole
subject, the resulting widespread ignorance concerning the cosmic significance of sex, and
then the inevitable distorting, trivialising and commercialising.

Forbidden fruit

Consequently, a deep misunderstanding of all this has become 'normal', ie ‘this is how it is',
and accounts for such notions as 'forbidden fruit', 'dirty jokes', 'naughty but nice' etc.
And alongside this there is still plenty of fraught, hostile intolerance, mostly based on
ignorance and fear.
Another symptom has been so-called swearing – sometimes referred to in the media as
'strong' or 'bad' language. It's usually a cocktail of words concerning religion, sex and
bodily eliminatory functions, uttered to add emphasis or passion to whatever's being said.
So, that's a simplified picture of the unwholesome context in which female breasts and
nipples became objects of 'official' disapproval and an enforced kind of self-denial of
pleasure. They were 'officially' perceived as objects of natural physical pleasure and therefore
had to be concealed to prevent any over-indulgence in pleasurable feelings. For they are,
essentially, physical, functional expressions or outgrowths of the heart, which is the centre of
loving, nurturing and deep, fulfilling, pleasurable feelings. Thus the deep ambivalence about
breasts and sentimentality about hearts in such societies.
The emotional response in many females to that official hostility would have been, and still
is, a general withdrawal inwards in an attitude of inhibition… perhaps compensated for and
countered by 'peep show' display games of 'hide and seek’. Essentially, however, the
pathological effect of such an attitude of withdrawal is a loss of vitality and sensitivity,
because of the restricted flow of natural energy and vital fluids to these parts.
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And, as explained in the Threshold perspective on cancer in general, a chronic pattern of
withdrawal of vitality creates particular localised environments of festering stagnation and
putrefaction, fertile soil for unregulated cancerous growth.

Orally deprived generations

A major consequence of this has been generations of orally unsatisfied infants. Many of these
may have been breast-fed, but by mothers already inhibited by negative cultural influences –
such that the babies' experience was emotionally less than fulfilling. So these infants have
grown into adults with a shared fetish-like longing for and fascination with female breasts
and nipples.
Evidence of which is plentiful and obvious throughout breast-obsessed societies, both in the
visual imagery and clothing styles to be found everywhere, and in the substitute oral
satisfaction commonly sought in non-essential sucking, smoking, drinking and eating.
All of which speaks of a deep infantile yearning for the missing 'mother comfort' pleasure,
the oral and tactile warm reassurance of the maternal breast that provides a primitive overall
feeling of physical and emotional wellbeing. Also, in cultures deeply ambivalent about such
experiences, this expansive, pleasurable heart feeling gets linked with genital urges for the
pleasure of sexual union. Thus the endlessly complex patterns, rituals, protocols and politics
of sexual relationships that have evolved throughout human history.
Also, the power, the depth and cosmic significance of the orgasm experience goes some way
to explaining how some people who do not engage in physical sex, for whatever reasons,
find themselves drawn to mysticism and fascinated with the pursuit of powerful cosmic and
spiritual philosophies and experiences. Meanwhile, the confusion, frustration and discontent
resulting from sexually deprived living, due to cultural inhibitions, can render individuals and
whole populations discontented and psychologically weakened, and therefore easily
exploitable – by political, commercial and religious organisations.
Such dissatisfaction also accounts for the myriad distortions of natural sexual functioning,
which are normally labelled as perverse, obscene or pornographic– more in the way of an
emotional reaction than with any deeper understanding. And when these ways have become
embedded in a society's culture, very familiar and therefore statistically 'normal', they tend
not to be questioned as significant factors in the present troubled state of humanity.

Environmental threats
Also, the delicately sensitive breast tissue, while in a de-vitalised and vulnerable condition, is
less able to withstand the disintegrating effects of invisible, silent, electromagnetic radiation –
and not least, microwave radiation, a quietly powerful hyper-expansive force. This is now a
major component of the invisible electromagnetic smog continuously being generated by
mobile phones and their towers, wi-fi stations, cordless phones, microwave ovens, electric
power cables etc.
Which is not to ignore the ill effects of the widespread invisible chemical pollution now in
the air and water in the form of various cocktails of micro-particles. So, the effects of all this
on highly sensitive breast tissue need to be considered too, along with the insidious harmful
effects of junk foods, fluoride-treated water etc...

Crisis psychology and healing
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A crisis is a crucial, critical turning point, involving both jeopardy and opportunity. From the
Threshold perspective, crises are necessary stages or initiations in all evolving lives, and are
the basis of endless dramas – both in everyday life and in various art-forms. For example,
suddenly and unexpectedly being diagnosed with a potentially terminal medical condition
tends to trigger a sense of crisis.
What is then crucial is how the person concerned and those close to her or him respond. An
overwhelming fear of death and a strong desire to revert to how things were before the crisis,
perhaps by removing or suppressing the symptoms, is likely to result in the disease recurring
one way or another, despite any temporary relief.
By contrast, pausing to radically re-evaluate one's most basic attitudes and previously
unquestioned assumptions – along with expressing gratitude for whatever has been of real
value in this life so far – can create a positive outlook with the potential for healing in one
way or another. This generally involves looking forward to the next phase of this lifetime,
including preparing oneself for a 'good death' (page 379), whenever that may occur.

Humankind has an Addiction Problem

Addiction is primarily a psychological illness which takes many forms, and therefore is
addressed in Threshold Psychology.
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Electricity and Magnetism

To understand these processes more deeply, it's useful to have some knowledge of the
essential nature of electricity and it's complementary polar opposite, magnetism. The
Threshold perspective on their essential nature and relationship differs from the usual
teaching on electro-magnetism, Orthodox science has been mainly concerned with how the
power of mineral electricity can be harnessed, measured and manipulated in physical
technological applications.
Electricity is essentially the dynamic of the expansive force of levity working against the
contractive force of gravity, with different resulting qualities due to different grades of matter,
organic and inorganic. An electric current is essentially the line of least resistance as this
diffusive force tends towards an equilibrium state at the periphery of the cosmos. So, when
levity exceeds gravity, 'positive' signifies an outward/expansive direction of force.
Magnetism is the complementary polar opposite of electricity, ie the result of contractive
gravity working against the expansive force of levity. So, a 'positive' magnetic force, where
gravity exceeds levity, is directed towards the density at the relevant centre – that is, away
from the periphery. On Earth, the more dense the substance and the closer it is to the centre
of the planet, the stronger the 'attractive' magnetic force exerted from its centre point.
Both electricity and magnetism are exploited in various medical practices, but often, it
seems, without awareness of the qualitative differences between inorganic and organic
electricity when applied to living bodies.
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Food, nutrition, diet etc

The principle of polarity is especially relevant to maintaining a healthy balance in our lives
through the kinds of food we eat. This is all about the polarity of gravity/levity, as expansion/
contraction and density/rarity, or the corresponding oriental system of balancing the
universal yang/yin principles. The key to making sense of all this is to remember that, at an
instinctive level, our mind/body always seeks equilibrium between the two polar opposite
tendencies, however compromised it may be by our here and now circumstances.
The subtle and complex relationship between people's emotional ups and downs, their
current physical condition and the types of food they desire and consume is a whole subject
in itself... which will, it is intended, be addressed from the Threshold perspective in a
subsequent publication. This will identify, for example, the craving for various 'comfort foods'
which temporarily relieve unease, anxiety, fear, sadness, longing and so on, and the
stimulating, arousing effects of other foods on dulled or fatigued organisms.
Other crucial factors include our own body type and our natural rhythmic cycles, the season
of the yearly cycle and the climate of our location on Earth. In this respect, the unnatural and
unbalancing effects of consuming out-of-season and out-of-climate foods is significant. It also
involves questioning how much this is driven by emotional factors, the desire to display
status and wealth, and, not least, commercial interests stoking up social pressures.
The Threshold perspective reveals how the ongoing shift from an era of descent into matter
into one of ascent out of matter will continue to be reflected in the decreasing consumption
of dense animal products, ie meat and dairy foods, in favour of a less dense vegetarian,
vegan or liquid diet. Here's a summary.

The Yang/Yin Polarity of Foods
(As suggested by Dr Michio Kushi)

Strong Yang Foods

More dense, dark, salty...
More energy required,
slower digestion
More bulk in gut,
more inertia/stability
Refined salt
Meat
Eggs
Cheese
Poultry
Fish
Seafood

Combined Yang & Yin
balanced foods

Whole cereal grains
Seeds
Beans & bean products
Nuts
Sea vegetables
Root, round & leafy
vegetables
Spring or well water
Non-aromatic teas
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Strong Yin Foods

More airy, light, sweet...
Less energy required,
quicker digestion
Less bulk in gut, less inertia,
more mobility

Fruit, tropical vegetables
White rice
Milk, cream, yogurt
Oils
Spices
Aromatic & stimulant drinks
Honey, sugar, sweeteners
Alcohol, drugs, medications...

Non-stimulant teas
Natural sea salt

Personal factors in adapting and balancing nutrition

Gender, age, ethnic background, natural daily energy cycles and other bio-rhythms...
Location on Earth, climate, seasonal variations in weather and local food availability...
NB Consuming tropical fruit or ice cream in cold midwinter is unnatural and de-stabilising.

Responding to stress and fatigue

- When there's stress, due to inhibition/containment causing an accumulation of
unexpressed, unreleased vitality/levity/yin in body chemistry as acidity, the body-mind's
response is to seek stabilising yang alkaline foods as a counterbalance to restore equilibrium.
- When fatigue/depletion result in a dull, dense, yang kind of inertia, the body/mind's
response is to seek stimulating, enlivening instant energy from light, yin foods (sweet, spicy...)

State of mind and body
Being healthy and at ease means a more efficient, less impeded, less depleted energy system.
An efficient energy system extracts more energy from less matter, more so in an environment
of natural light and clean, oxygen-rich air from healthy photosynthesising vegetation etc...
NB This approach to nutrition is not concerned with analysing foods in terms of calories,
vitamins, minerals, proteins, fats etc. That's because these categories are here understood as
being subsidiary to the overarching, universal, expansion/contraction polarity principle.
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The heart: centre of human individuality

The centre of each individual's being, physical and pre-physical,
affected by and affecting all aspects of a life.
The heart, not in any romantic or sentimental sense, is the functional centre of our individual
being, which itself consists of much more than just this physical body. And that leads on to
the question of why the physical heart is positioned to one side of the body, normally the
left, while emotional and transcendent heart feelings seem to be experienced mostly in the
centre of the chest. This is intended to be further investigated and explained in a later work.
Meanwhile, the rhythmical circulating of blood throughout the body via the beating heart is a
sub-system of the pulsating cosmic energy system. And that's a reminder that the physical
heart is not a pump, despite orthodox medical teaching. It is itself pumped according to the
body's fluctuating energy needs, powered by the rhythmical expanding and contracting of the
whole, living cosmos.

The cardiac plexus?/heart brain

This is the powerful neural plexus close to the physical heart. Awareness of it
counterbalances the misguided over-focusing of scientific attention on the physical 'head
brain', itself a bodily product of evolving consciousness. The cardiac plexus, the heart's
dedicated nervous system/brain, provides a triage function (regarding priorities and relative
urgency) as a transceiver of information that might affect a person at all levels, physical and
psychological.
The heart brain has been found to have an electromagnetic field 6000 times more powerful
than that of the head brain, and responds to stimuli before the head brain, to which it then
transmits information.Which suggests many clues concerning intuition, instinct, imagination
and much more.
So heart awareness in all areas of our lives is vital for human wellbeing, whether it's the
feeling of physically breathing into the heart or tuning in to one's intuitive feelings about the
rights and wrongs of any situation, and being whole-hearted or half-hearted. Wholehearted
living means being able both to open the heart and also instantly shut it down by reflex to
protect it when necessary. The many evocative heart sayings include: warm-, cold-, hard-,
broken-hearted etc...
Here's a simple illustration representing the pulsating energy field of influence of the heart at
the centre of its archetypal living spherical torus form.
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Practical Daily Self-healing

What can I do daily to maintain a feeling of general wellbeing?
First, set aside a little time, 15 minutes or more in a safe and private space, if possible.
Preferably having not consumed food or drink in the last hour or so, make sure bladder and
bowels are emptied so there's no clenching of muscles at any orifices.
Start with physical loosening up and relaxing, becoming especially aware of those parts of
your body where there may be tension, stiffness and/or discomfort.
Include rolling head around, rotating eyes, puffing cheeks, opening mouth and throat wide
with exaggerated vowel sounds, extending tongue, swinging arms, swivelling hips, squatting
down on heels and on toes, rotating ankles etc...
Give body a brief wake up massage, from scalp down to toes in about a minute.
Lie down for a few minutes and try to release any tensed and clenched muscles, so that head,
eyes, arms and legs etc feel as though they're floating away from the rest of the body.
It helps to release with each outbreath, since awareness of your breathing and open throat
helps you to relax and reduces the otherwise endless mental chattering.
Settle down into a comfortable and balanced position, preferably with a straight vertical
back, supported if necessary... and prepare to go gently inward (mentally) into the spaceless,
timeless, fluid, inner world of your feelings and thoughts. Feel as light as possible physically.
Tune in to any inner pain, anxiety, anger, sadness, longing or perhaps a lack of feeling like a
sense of deadness that you're aware of. These feelings lodged within you don't have to be
linked with any any specific locations in the body or particular memories or events.
Confront these pockets of trouble one at a time, by questioning 'How bad, how strong can
this feeling be? Bring it on and let's find out because, however powerful it may be, I know
that I am more than these feelings and can deal with them.'
In the bright light of your honest intent to heal, these buried troubles can gradually be
dissolved, dislodged and released, leaving you feeling relieved and less burdened or anxious.
Also, in this safe situation, risking the threat of such feelings momentarily running out of
control and disrupting your life can serve as a test of your intent.
Lie down again, this time releasing so that you feel heavy, inert, and part of the Earth, and
relax for about 5 minutes before slowly arising, alert and ready to rejoin the everyday world.
You'll find you have more energy available when it's not being used up holding in all those
unpleasant feelings, a process which can leave you depleted, fatigued and discouraged.
So, less inhibition, withholding and denying your own inner power means less inner conflict
and more vitality and joy in being alive with a general sense of ease and inner calm.
There'll always be more troubled stuff from the past surfacing and needing to be released, but
that means the possibility of feeling even better and less burdened as the releasing continues.
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Consistency and patience are vitally necessary both for overcoming old, deeply ingrained
habits, fears and prejudices, and for tolerantly remembering that the body is not a machine
and the mind is not a computer.
The benefits of some daily self-healing may encourage us to seek out the wisdom of how
we've come to feel generally better, and to perhaps expand this into practicing some form of
yoga, Tai Chi, meditation, martial arts/self defence etc – that is, when we find a good teacher
in whom we intuitively have confidence.

PART 2
Reading our own body language for signs
Rigidity and painful stiffness is usually caused by chronic tension due to anxiety and the
resulting inhibition and bodily contraction. This obstructs both the breathing and the free
flow of energy and fluids, which causes crystallising in joints, weakening muscles and a
general feeling of fatigue and depletion.
This is one way in which feelings are converted into bodily chemistry, especially acidity
which is the body's response to a build up of density and inertia due to blockages, as it tries
to rebalance itself.
Eg clenched muscles in hands, feet, bodily orifices, stiff jaw, tongue pressed against roof of
mouth, facial expressions, eyes staring, squinting or vacant, hunched shoulders, twisted legs
when sitting, tightly folded arms etc are all signs of long term containment, constriction.
Military postures, such as standing to attention and marching, exemplify rigidly held tension.
These conditions can be at least partially alleviated by regular, conscious releasing.
Eg Mentally letting eyes and limbs float out of their sockets, head float away from neck,
mouth go loose and throat open, chest soften, spine lengthen etc...
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Hints of other Wellness/Illness topics awaiting further elaboration
Antibiotic-resistant 'superbugs'

Another example of nature continuing to evolve new adaptive ways
of rebalancing life on Earth,
in response to unnatural, unbalanced human attempts to suppress the symptoms
of pathological processes,
rather than understand these as warning signs
of the need to re-establish balanced ways harmonious with nature.

Reincarnation/continuity of individual being

Unfinished business and characteristic qualities of an individual being in previous lifetimes –
as influential factors in this lifetime...

HIV/AIDS

One huge, deadly fog of distracting fear, confusion and corruption,
concealing all kinds of rivalries and corrupt competing for power, control, wealth and status,
while exploiting the vulnerability of people who are sick in a way not yet understood.

Meridians and Nadis

Eastern understandings of the more subtle dimensions of living energy systems...

Skin

Surface/interface/boundary between an individual's inner and outer physical space...

The archetypal torus form

Demonstrates the continuity between 'inner' and 'outer', periphery and centre,
in this dynamic natural flowform,
which can be seen as the basic living energy pattern/template for evolving organisms.
In this view, the axis line of a living torus form represents the potential CNS/spine
along which waves of vital energy are generated by the pulsating of the organism –
as in an eel in moving water, natural orgasm, epileptic fits, kundalini vital force etc.
The wider significance of the torus form is outlined in Threshold Science
and Threshold Mathematics.

Breathing
Unconscious inhibition and armouring, resulting in lack of oxygen etc,
adversely affects all physical and psychological functioning, short-term and longer-term...

Crisis
– a critical moment of truth/choice/decision regarding this lifetime –
presenting both jeopardy and opportunity.

Diabetes
A craving for excessive sweetness/sugar (yin), as a substitute for lack of love etc,
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requires more counter-balancing insulin than the pancreas can deliver,
and creates over-acidic imbalance –> coma, plus excess sugar stored as fat & mucus...

Insomnia

Sometimes due to an anxious or fearful unwillingness to relinquish the mental control
of waking consciousness and allow oneself the freedom of sleeping consciousness...

Medications

as physical substitutes for deficiencies in body's own immune and self-healing system...

Self-toxifying and de-toxifying (emotional hygiene)

The accumulated biochemicals of fear, anxiety, anger... require regular emotional cleansing.

Inhibition/withholding has various delayed effects

For example, unease/embarrassment/inhibition about the natural need to piss and shit,
and a consequent habit of withholding, tends to lead to failing, leaking sphincters
later in a life.

Bliss & Ecstasy

B L I S S : a state of peaceful harmonic resonance with cosmos and nature
E C S T A S Y : a peak state of joyful and/or mystical/transcendent excitation

Gnosis, dia-gnosis, pro-gnosis
The medical terms diagnosis and prognosis take on increasing significance
when we realise that the word gnosis means a direct, intuitive kind of knowing,
distinct from intellectual rational thinking, imagining or instinctive sensing.

Eyes & Eyesight
Eg Chronic contraction/withdrawal due to fearful avoidance of seeing,
or straining to see or achieve, can result in distorted eyeballs
which then cannot focus properly...
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Drug-resistant llness

Due to the inertia of the orthodox medical establishment, it's still normal medical practice to
focus on and blame external physical 'causes' for many pathological conditions which are
ultimately due to psychological factors. And since these more subtle processes are not
included in orthodox medical training, they continue to be ignored or treated as peripheral
and less significant. All of which is part of the legacy of the departing, male-dominated
descent era.
Also, in the wider context of capitalistic greed-driven, profit-hungry corporations, and state
authorities 'declaring war' on this or that 'problem', the increasing incidence of drug-resistant
illness is seen as a kind of 'arms race'. That is, as pathogens of all kinds – viruses, bacteria etc
– evolve and continue to overcome human efforts to eliminate them... or at least their ill
effects on already unbalanced, unhealthy humans.
Once humankind, and in particular the medical and healing practitioners amongst us, wake
up to the fact that consciousness is primal and physicality is secondary, then a degree of
practical wisdom and insight could prevail in how we address illness of all kinds.

The corrupted, complicit, orthodox Western medical profession

In early 21st century UK, as elsewhere, the orthodox medical profession is increasingly being
corrupted by an ethos of greed-driven, financial capitalism. This trend is based on the
perverse pursuit of big profits to be made from the ill health and suffering of a population
So, the more illness that's occurring, the greater the potential for profits – a prospect which
raises several dark moral and ethical issues about the priorities and motives of medical
professionals of all kinds. It also tempts many to come up with quick but superficial symptom
fixes, long term dependency treatments, drugs and expensive high-tech medical equipment.
And right at the centre of this corrupting process are the doctors/physicians of all categories,
some of whom may have started out with a genuine altruistic urge to heal and help alleviate
human suffering. But medicine has now become a highly commercialised business, and
subject to all the pressures, enticements, bribery and disregard for ethics that's normal in
greed-driven, profit motive enterprises. And a huge presence among those corrupting the
medical profession is the vast corporate pharmaceutical industry, always seeking and
promoting new products that might achieve mass worldwide sales.
Meanwhile, the many misunderstandings, mistakes and problems that arise from not
acknowledging the primacy of consciousness and the other two fundamental Threshold
principles, polarity and resonance, continue to severely limit the effectiveness of Western
medicine.
_______________________________________
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WORK IN PROGRESS

––––––––––––––––––

Rebalancers
and the
Virus Fallacy

––––––––––––––––––
The Threshold perspective
on

Imaginary Viruses
Physical Exosomes
Invisible Rebalancers
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Exposed: a long running medical falsehood
Real exosomes misidentified as imaginary viruses
Viruses: imaginary alien invaders

The ancient Latin word virus means a slimy, poisonous liquid or venom. In late 19th century
Russia and Europe, a speculative notion about what might be causing various illnesses was
introduced and the agent was called a virus. It was imagined to be a micro-organism much
smaller than bacteria and invisible both to the naked eye and the microscopes then available.
Presented as an alien invader of the human body that brings about all manner of ailments, it
served as a convenient scapegoat for doctors who could not explain various illnesses.
During the 1918 flu pandemic, a virus was suspected of being the main factor in the spread
of this illness. However, the extensive Rosenau medical experiment at the time, exposing
healthy volunteers to the body fluids (eg nasal mucous) of 'infected' patients, resulted in zero
contagion. Which confounded the expectations of Dr Rosenau. Yet the false notion of
imaginary viruses as causative agents has remained firmly implanted in Western medicine
and human consciousness. It's a key part of Germ Theory, which is itself part of the broader,
but now crumbling materialistic doctrine.
However, in the 2022 film Terrain, a number of medical professionals, scientists and others
conclusively disproved the deeply flawed Germ Theory. This had survived since Louis Pasteur
cooked it up in the 1800s, although just before he died, Pasteur himself denied its validity.
They clearly demonstrated that no so-called virus has ever been scientifically isolated in
order to establish its unique identity and then study it. And that's despite recent attempts to
change the meaning of the word isolate in order to 'prove' that viruses do exist. This deceit
parallels a similar recent redefining of the word pandemic in order to hype up Covid fear.

Exosomes1- not viruses

In the 1980s, with the use of powerful electron microscopes, certain non-pathogenic microvesicles containing genetic material were identified and named exosomes. They emerge from
cells when the body's wellbeing is under threat, whether from an external or internal source,
physical or psychological. Then, as they are swept around the body, their arrival serves as an
internal alarm system.
And so it became clear that exosomes were being misidentified as viruses1. In 2019, this was
the case with the allegedly pathogenic and contagious SARS CoV-2. Which made the hyped
up scaremongering, testing, restrictions and the quest for a vaccine for this non-existent virus
look suspiciously like diversionary tactics for distracting humanity from other dark goings on.
Exosomes are thus not contagious nor the cause of the symptoms attributed to SARS CoV-2.

Coincidence does not imply causality

The idea of so-called 'viral infections' being transmitted person-to-person can now be seen as
a case of co-incidence mistakenly interpreted as causality. This would be like wrongly
assuming that the insects observed feeding off an animal's corpse were the cause of its death,
or that the firefighters seen around a burning building caused the fire. So, when some people
in close proximity to each other are simultaneously affected by similar symptoms, it cannot
be assumed that contagious infection is occurring. The symptoms wrongly attributed to
Covid-19 were therefore due to other factors, which will be considered below.
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If this were the plot of a crime mystery, the continued misidentifying of exosomes as alien
invading viruses, and then the blaming of them as the evil villains, would be the pivotal clue
to all the deception, deluding and unnecessary suffering that followed.
The WHO (World Health Organisation) and other medical authorities worldwide would have
been fully aware of this deliberate deception. But the WHO is financially dependent on
private donors linked to the pharmaceutical industry which makes vast profits from mass
vaccination programmes. Thus its lack of integrity and its complicity in the Covid-19 hoax,
along with the immature, misguided and irresponsible ambitious drive for businesses to make
huge profits and for scientists to win Nobel prizes. The Threshold Perspective2 sets out the
broader context of this deeply corrupted situation.
So, a major rethink is long overdue as to the real factors behind so-called viral infections,
factors which must, therefore, be very different from the ways they've been imagined so far.
For a start, they do not resemble fictional, the computer generated, brightly coloured baubles
that look like Christmas tree decorations, as regularly portrayed in the media.
So next, the bigger picture cosmic context, a new explanation of the real factors involved in
the so-called Covid pandemic, followed by a further look at the virus fallacy.

The three universal principles of the cosmos

As is explained in The Threshold Perspective, three basic universal principles govern the
functioning of the cosmos and all that it comprises.
1. Universal consciousness, the first universal principle, is the primal, unlimited, ever
present, all-inclusive essence of which all phenomena, physical-material and non-physical,
are manifestations. This is evidenced in the way that all the physical cells of living bodies die
and are replaced while the consciousness of each organism persists on various levels.
Universal consciousness, through focusing within itself, created a focal point of concentrated
consciousness which became the functional centre of the approximately spherical cosmos.
That contraction was then followed by an expansion because of the universal tendency of the
conscious cosmos to adapt and re-establish a state of equilibrium between the two primal,
complementary forces. A rhythmic pulsation was thus initiated and continues within the
pre-physical, fluid medium between the periphery and centre of the cosmos, known as the
timeless aether3, the quantum vacuum, quintessence, the Higgs field and other names.
2. Polarity, the second universal principle, is evident throughout the cosmos in the
rhythmical pulsating of the two primal, polar opposite forces, contracting gravity (yang) and
expanding levity (yin). This basic 2-way dynamic is how the timeless, pre-physical aether
functions. So everything in the cosmos can be understood as ultimately being the product of
interaction between the two forces. ( See the Polarity section in The Threshold Perspective.)
That primal dynamic between expansion and contraction is what is now known as energy:
first, pre-physical potential energy, and then physical kinetic energy which, when sufficiently
condensed, forms matter. And as a result of that inward/outward dynamic, the cosmos is
more dense towards the centre and less dense, more rare, towards the periphery. All
phenomena in the cosmos are thus governed by the universal principle of polarity.
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3. Resonance, the third universal principle, occurs at all levels of being and existence in the
pre-physical and physical-material cosmos. It accounts for the endless range of relationships,
harmonious and discordant, in the realms of living and inorganic phenomena.
Creatures are essentially individual units of consciousness temporarily clothed in physical
matter, ie cosmic sub-centres or centric points, formed within the spiralling eddies of the
fluid, pre-physical aether/quintessence/quantum vacuum, the fluid nature of which is hinted
at in the following image.

Adapted from
Sensitive Chaos
by Theodor Schwenk
ISBN 0854401709

The polarity of Wellness/Illness

Wellness and illness, as states of being, are therefore first about consciousness responding to
experiences, and then about the feelings, thoughts and physical effects thereby generated.
They are not primarily about the particulars of anatomy, physiology and biochemistry.
- Wellness is a dynamic state of balance/equilibrium between contraction and expansion,
both physical and psychological, within a context, ie a particular set of circumstances.
- Illness is a dynamic, unstable state of imbalance/disequilibrium between contraction and
expansion, resulting in vulnerability to forces liable to cause a range of possible symptoms
and outcomes, depending on the individual's particular constitution and circumstances. Such
states of imbalance may be long-term (chronic) or short-term (acute).
- Excessive emotional contraction, whatever the cause, tends to result in inhibition,
withdrawing, restraint, inertia, densifying and a drying out of bodily fluids and lubricants.
For example, a person may have over-reacted through time to earlier unpleasant experiences
by accumulating excessive physical bodily matter, solid and/or fluid – both as protection
against any further unwelcome experiences, and in seeking some comforting compensation,
possibly through excessive consumption of certain foods and drinks. The result could be, for
example, obesity, cancerous growths or certain bodily fluids crystallising, as in arthritis.
Living with an overweight body reduces vitality, strength and stamina, leaving it weakened,
vulnerable and susceptible to illness, sometimes resulting in pain, disability, excessive thirst
and gradual disintegration of body tissues. The overall outcome is a loss of basic vital power
and therefore a lack of immunity or resistance to harmful influences, and a generally unstable
state of imbalance.

- Excessive emotional expansion, by contrast, tends to manifest in over-expressiveness and a
diffusing of energy and enthusiasm, resulting in periodic phases of physical and emotional
depletion, possibly accompanied by psychological depression. Excessive consumption of
expansive/yin, instant pleasure foods can exacerbate this condition.
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However, as a reaction, the opposite tendency to also consume dense, contractive/yang
(dense, savoury) foods, may result in an unstable oscillating between extreme emotional and
physical states. The result can be, for example, a lack of strength, vitality and energy, as in
anaemia, wasting diseases etc. Such alternating between extremes occurs in the typical flu
symptoms of hot/cold, fever/shivering, fiery anger/weak submission etc.

Rebalancers

Within this pulsating, conscious, self-regulating cosmos, streaming currents of pre-physical
(potential) energy and physical (kinetic) energy are in continuous flux, always naturally
tending towards establishing a state of equilibrium or balance between the universal polar
opposite cosmic forces of contracting gravity and expanding levity.
These swirling, vortexing currents create primal, transient energy forms at the threshold
between the pre-physical and the physical-material realms. They resemble some of the natural
aurora phenomena which are visible evidence of the continuous fluid movement within the
pre-physical aether/quintessence/quantum vacuum.

Aurora borealis
vortex forms

On the micro-scale, the tiny, invisible entity, first imagined in the late 19th century and
labelled a virus, can now be visualised as the probing point of a pre-physical vortex. This
vortex is generated locally by the all-inclusive, pulsating, spherical torus4 form that is the prephysical cosmos, the spherical torus being the primal archetypal energy form. The vortex,
protruding as a tentacle-like extension of the torus, is what's called here a rebalancer.
Rebalancers are thus a non-physical reality, the general function of which is to re-establish an
optimum state of equilibrium on Earth wherever imbalances are creating disharmony. And
that occurs regardless of any human intentions, preferences or fears. The same principle also
applies to the occurrence of other illnesses, the symptoms of which naturally vary according
each individual's circumstances.

Rough sketch
indicating
an invisible
pre-physical
Rebalancer
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Rebalancers at work
Conditions on Earth are continuously affected by the planet's cyclical relationships with the
sun, moon and other cosmic bodies. And wherever there are significant long term
imbalances within human organisms – for example, in poor, deprived populations – there is
fear, weakness, excessive stress, confusion, discontent, conflict and sickness. This naturally
results in a contraction of the collective consciousness of the population, which in turn
produces vortices of pre-physical, potential energy, as the cosmos responds by tending
towards restoring a state of equilibrium in a kind of cosmic homeostasis or self-healing.
Such rebalancing parallels the continuous movement of air and water in weather variations
due to changing atmospheric conditions. And some of these, through periodic repetition,
become familiar patterns, for example, the jet stream, gulf stream and El Nino. The
simultaneous influencing of a population's collective health seems to be what is intuitively
hinted at in the Spanish term influenza. And in these processes of adjustment, some already
weakened lifeforms, unable to tolerate the disturbance, become non-viable and die.
So, within the all-encompassing, pre-physical aether, a rebalancer will be formed, activated
and naturally drawn towards an organism characterised by an imbalance between
contraction and expansion. The rebalancer, its leading point like the tip of an arrow head, is
drawn towards the organism which becomes, in effect, its target. Its vortexing movement
resembles the way the rising levity force at the tip of a tornado can temporarily overpower
gravity at a particular location on the ground and suck air and solid objects upward.

Symptoms are...

Symptoms of illness, then, are an unbalanced organism's response to a rebalancer prompting
it towards adjusting itself. The response may be (a) an instant, reflex-like reaction, intended to
eliminate, conceal, deny or ignore the symptoms, or (b) some considered inquiring into the
possible factors causing the symptoms.
If followed through consistently, such investigating will eventually lead back to the workinds
of the three universal Threshold principles, usually taking into account some sub-symptoms,
ie lesser imbalances, along the way.

What happens at the critical moment of contact?

The targeted location for a rebalancer on a human body will most likely be an exposed and
vulnerable surface, such as the soft palate, throat, nasal cavities or eyes – especially if the
person is already in a state of imbalance and so has weakened resistance. Contact is then
made, resulting in a pin prick, tickling or itching sensation which may then widen out. This
prompts a reflexive response to relieve the irritation, creating a charged, activated point
which may trigger an alarm response in the organism, including the releasing of exosomes.
The reaction could take the form of sneezing, coughing, fever, shivering, dry or sore eyes,
anaemia, hypoxia etc. And it's usually accompanied by a general feeling of unease and
having somehow been taken over by an unwelcome invading force. The contact point may
then create a kind of base station, now lodged in the body and storing information like a
computer software cookie or a political sleeper cell awaiting activation and orders from
beyond the body.
If the rebalancer is not then responded to promptly and appropriately, it establishes a
connection with that organism and immediately affects its functioning. This disrupts the
dynamics of expansion/contraction in the mind and body of the already vulnerable organism,
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alerting its instinctive will to survive and to overcome this new challenge. It also serves as a
prompt to identify and address the factors behind the existing state of imbalance, whether
physical or psychological, internal or external.

Responding to a rebalancer: involuntarily or deliberately?

This initially unwelcome prod serves as an indication that a life is significantly out of
balance, ie the person is presently not able to cope with everyday life in his/her normal way.
- Involuntary (reflexive) responses
Eg Coughing: an automatic, reflex, muscle action that force air up and out of the lower
airways (lungs) and upper airways (windpipe and mouth) to clear the throat by removing
obstructions, phlegm or particles of food, dust etc. In a relatively balanced organism, this is
an appropriate response, and saliva will be secreted to soothe the area roughed up by the
cough. However...
Coughing is not an appropriate response to the prompting of a rebalancer. Why not?
A rebalancer's function is to prompt an adjustment to an unbalanced situation, such as that
in a throat in which chronic constriction (ie contraction), as a result of muscular armouring,
prevails over relaxation (expansion).
A cough may momentarily anaesthetise the irritated and roughed up area, but will leave it
more irritable and therefore more vulnerable to the effects of a rebalancer. This can then
result in a spiral of repetitive, increasingly irritated coughing until the organism is too
exhausted to cough any more, and is left badly shaken up and depleted of energy.

- Deliberate responding
This involves immediately summoning up your inner strength and inhaling deeply, and then
exhaling while directing your attention on to the targeted point, imagining waves of energy
radiating outward from deep in the centre of the chest, with the intention of neutralising the
power of the rebalancer.
If the symptoms do not subside and no relief is experienced after a few repetitions, the
troubling condition, eg a common cold, will probably run its natural course, depending on
various factors peculiar to that person's life. Whether or not a degree of immunity is achieved
will also be determined by those factors.
The above self-treatment can provide an opportunity to begin the necessary rebalancing,
healing and restoring of depleted reserves of energy. During which, a person may:
a) learn from the experience and pro-actively adopt a more balanced way of living, OR
b) submit to the symptoms prompted by the rebalancer, feel unwell for a while, and then
later perhaps rerun the same process when next out of balance.

Outbreaks, epidemics, pandemics and endemic diseases

Where there are a number of already weakened, susceptible organisms in a geographical
area, a corresponding number of vortices may be formed simultaneously. This creates what is
usually referred to as an outbreak of illness. On a larger scale it would be called an
epidemic. And when an epidemic spreads worldwide, it's designated a pandemic. However,
the falsely alleged so-called Covid-19 illness in 2020 did not constitute a pandemic, as
proposed by medical authorities, pharmaceutical corporations and government officials.
Endemic diseases are those that regularly occur in particular places or circumstances.
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The virus fallacy

The non-existent flu and common cold viruses

A significant distinction has to be made between (a) a person's pre-existing health issues and
(b) the ill effects of the factors wrongly labelled as either Covid-19, a variant or Long Covid.
And given the non-existence of viruses, as already explained, the common cold and flu can
now be understood in a new way.
The conventional medical assumption is that so-called flu and common cold viruses cause a
range of pathological bodily responses in organisms whose immunity to illness has been
compromised by, for example, a seasonal change in the weather. But that does not take into
account the already unbalanced and long term weakened, susceptible condition of many
people, due to a range of other factors, such as unhealthy living conditions and lifestyle.
'This coronavirus is everywhere!'
During the great confidence trick known as the Covid pandemic, a clever piece of subtle
nudge psychology required media commentators to repeat the notion that "The virus is
everywhere and is not going away", in order to generate a pessimistic attitude of submissive
resignation, despair and blame. This could then be directed at the evil virus and whoever
supposedly caused it to spread... while promoting the idea of mass vaccination.

Virology – a misguided materialistic quest
The continued misidentifying of exosomes as viruses by virologists increasingly appears to be
a misguided materialistic, but well funded, attempt to carry on ignoring the principles of true
scientific investigation. And that includes vainly trying to outwit and trick nature with an
attitude of waging war on a hostile enemy.
So, understandably, the identifying of exosomes was not welcomed by virologists, a
profession highly influenced by the devious and ruthless, profit-driven pharmaceutical
industry, with its thousands of well paid lobbyists. Alongside whom stands the orthodox
medical establishment, still committed to a flawed doctrine of germ theory, viruses and
vaccination.

The real causes of the symptoms falsely attributed to Covid-19
The primary but officially ignored environmental factor, prior to the genetically modifying
Covid vaccines, was and is the harmful electromagnetic radiation generated by many kinds
of man-made electrical equipment and devices, especially the new 5G microwave
technology.8 This accounts for the rapid worldwide increase in Radiation Sickness, a
syndrome that includes the many physical and mental symptoms of malfunctioning and
deterioration officially attributed to Covid-19.
5G microwave technology is known to damage the body's cells and therefore impair the
respiratory system, among many other depleting symptoms. Currently it's being furtively and
hurriedly installed worldwide: tens of thousands of satellites and millions of base stations,
initially while humankind was kept preoccupied and distracted by the various Covid
restrictions being imposed worldwide – all now recognised as ways of making people feel
disempowered, unwell and more easily controllable.
And that's in addition to to the earlier 4G, 3G etc versions and the ever increasing invisible
electromagnetic radiation from many other sources, as well as the chemical polluting of the
air, water and food worldwide.... all causing incalculable damage to human health.
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The other main factor continues to be the mass vaccination of humankind with experimental
genetically modifying substances, which are unlike earlier vaccines. Many scientists and
medical doctors have called for this to be stopped, but without effect. And that's because of
the current power of the pharmaceutical industry, which is supported by the global syndicate
of central banks that controls the world's money supply and most news media corporations.
There has consequently been a worldwide mainstream media taboo on mentioning these
factors. So, no official statistics have been published to highlight the link between them and
the wide range of symptoms falsely attributed to the alleged SARS CoV-2.
According to some doctors working on the front line of the alleged 'Covid-19' pandemic, the
respiratory problems officially linked to Covid-19 were clearly not a form of pneumonia.
So, the use of ventilators in such cases was inappropriate and damaging patients' lungs.7

Vaccination is a materialistic version of homeopathy, which works on the more subtle prephysical level of healing in treating like with like. Jenner, who first experimented with
inoculation/vaccination, was a contemporary of Hahnemann, the founder of homeopathy.
Over time, various independent medical researchers have shown how all the major claims of
success for vaccination programmes are invalidated by historical facts showing that the
relevant illnesses were already in decline due to improved sanitation and living conditions,
and that vaccination has, in many cases, increased illness, suffering and deaths. Such
researchers include medics, Dr Andrew Kaufman MD, Dr Thomas Cowan MD, scientist Dr
Stefan Lanka, as well as Lynne McTaggart (The Vaccination Bible) and Leon Chaitow, a
naturopath/osteopath.

The depopulation agenda
There is also an alleged eugenics-inspired plan to depopulate the planet under the cover of a
fake viral pandemic – most recently Covid-19 – with the intention of facilitating a new system
of centralised global governance, a subject strictly taboo in all mainstream media.
So, in addition to the pathogenic factors already described, other potentially harmful
substances and micro-chips for surveillance and control could be injected into billions of
unsuspecting and already susceptible people in so-called Covid vaccines, possibly also in
their annual winter flu vaccines. This would generate yet more weakness, fear, confusion, and
unquestioning compliance, resulting in many more unnecessary deaths.

In summary, the 2 main options for dealing with illness
...for dealing with weakened/unwell individuals are broadly either:
(a) treat only the symptoms to bring some short term relief, while ignoring the causal
factors, leaving the person unbalanced, vulnerable and susceptible to further illness, OR
(b) restore a natural, healthy life balance, enabling the whole person to become stronger
and more immune and resistant to illness.
"It's a virus!" is a familiar phrase, used by many doctors, despite being much ridiculed as an
all-purpose diagnosis for conditions they don't really understand. But when a rebalancer is
substituted for the traditional virus in the thinking, that diagnosis starts to make sense.

An alternative diagnosis of a typical so-called viral infection

A person is suffering a persistent but intermittent dry cough. It's provoked when a rebalancer
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activates the trouble spot in the body where this problem is lodged. The underlying problem
is a long term chronic state of imbalance, an ongoing inner conflict between:
(a) the impetus towards expansive expression and
(b) the inertia caused by chronic contraction due to anxiety etc, resulting in inhibition.
But the materialistic medical diagnosis is a viral infection.
The key location in this case is around the throat area where there is muscular armouring
impeding the flow of energy and vital fluids to all parts above the throat. It's the result of a
self-protective childhood habit of contracting in response to emotional challenges, and the
habit continued into adulthood as a way of dealing with other challenges.
Another symptom of this condition may be a constrained or muted voice, except when
sneezing or deliberately vocalising loudly. As a result of the flow of blood, vital fluids and
energy to the head being inhibited by the armouring, symptoms may also include ear and
eye problems, such as inflammation ('flare ups'). The choice then is either to just treat the
symptoms or to work on dissolving the armouring.

Notes
1 Dr Andrew Kaufman MD www.terrainthefilm.com and elsewhere online
2
3
4
5
6
7
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The Threshold Perspective (ISBN 978-1-9000-341-4-2) ebook FREE to download
(PDF recommended) from http://www.pathwayinitiatives.co.uk
Aether - the Transcript (PDF) and Aether - Knowledge Is Power (Audio CD-ROM/mp3)
FREE to download from http://www.aetheraware.org/buy.php
Torus and vortex forms: Threshold Science at http://www.pathwayinitiatives.co.uk
The cancer process: Threshold Wellness/Illness at http://www.pathwayinitiatives.co.uk
Muscular armouring: first described in the 1940s by Dr Wilhelm Reich MD in
Character Analysis/The Segmental Arrangement of the Armor.
Dr Kyle Cameron-Sidell https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYulVO4PcLc
The Invisible Rainbow - A History of Electricity and Life by Arthur Firstenberg
The cardiac plexus: the heart's dedicated nervous system/brain, providing a triage
function ('assessing' priorities and relative urgency) as a transceiver of information that
might affect a person at all levels, physical and psychological. Recent research has
revealed the significance of the cardiac (heart) brain in relation to the cephalic (head)
brain and the enteric (gut) brain.

https://www.heartmath.org/research/research-library/abstracts/effects-of-different-emotional-states/
https://instituteforintuitiveintelligence.com/heart-intelligence-powerful-head/
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